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Status
 Closed

Subject
new zend recaptcha not displying in trunk when user tracker enabled

Version
5.x
6.x

Category
• Usability
• Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Feature
Trackers
User Administration (Registration, Login & Banning)
Spam protection (Anti-bot CAPTCHA)

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro

Lastmod by
lindon

Rating

Description
We were trying to have the new antibot captcha working in a Tiki site based on Tiki trunk (during TikiFestBarcelona2 - mid July 2010), were a user tracker was set to collect more information from users at registration time.

when we enabled zend new antibot-captcha, no antibot code was shown at registration time, because there seems to be some conflict with the user tracker.
Once the user tracker was disabled, the antibot-captcha was shown properly, etc.

Update: disaled the new zend antibot captcha, in order to use the former simple captchaimage, but that one is not working either, if user tracker is on.

Solution
Fixed with commit 29152.

Importance
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
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